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ABSTRACT
Given black-box access to the prediction API, model extraction at-
tacks can steal the functionality of models deployed in the cloud. In
this paper, we introduce the SEAT detector, which detects black-box
model extraction attacks so that the defender can terminate mali-
cious accounts. SEAT has a similarity encoder trained by adversarial
training. Using the similarity encoder, SEAT detects accounts that
make queries that indicate a model extraction attack in progress and
cancels these accounts. We evaluate our defense against existing
model extraction attacks and against new adaptive attacks intro-
duced in this paper. Our results show that even against adaptive
attackers, SEAT increases the cost of model extraction attacks by
3.8 times to 16 times.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) have seen tremendous success in
many applications such as image recognition, language translation,
and voice assistants. Many cloud platforms (e.g., Microsoft Azure,
Google Cloud Platform, Amazon Web Services, Clarifai) provide
Machine Learning as a Service to make these models more acces-
sible to users: they train a model, and allow their customers to
submit an image and obtain the model’s classification of that image.
Researchers have demonstrated that model extraction attacks allow
malicious customers use this service to learn a model with similar
performance as the cloud provider’s model, effectively stealing the
valuable intellectual property of the model owner. These attacks
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need only the ability to query the model (i.e., submit images and
obtain their classification), without requiring knowledge of the full
training set, model architecture, or other hyperparameters.

We study how to detect model extraction attacks. We especially
focus on Jacobian-based Augmentation (JBA) attacks [22, 37, 50],
one important approach for model extraction. In a JBA attack, the
attacker uses data augmentation to iteratively expand a set of seed
samples into a substitute training set. In each iteration of data
augmentation, the attacker constructs new data samples near the
model’s decision boundary by augmenting existing samples, queries
the model in the cloud to label the augmented samples, and then
trains a substitute model on these data points. Research shows that
JBA attacks can be effective, even when the attacker has very little
training data of their own.

In this paper, we propose SEAT (Similarity Encoder byAdversarial
Training), an algorithm to detect the queries generated by model
extraction attacks. Our intuition is, since JBA attackers augment ex-
isting samples to synthesize new samples, they inevitably generate
similar pairs of samples. Therefore, to detect attacks in progress, we
compare the similarity of each incoming query to historical queries
made by the same account. Specifically, we train a similarity en-
coder that can detect similar pairs of samples. Then, our detector
produces an alert if an account has issued more than 𝐾 pairs of
similar queries. We assume that the cloud provider will terminate
any account that has been detected in this way as involved in mali-
cious activity. Since it is not trivial for the adversary to create a new
account, we can increase the cost of model extraction attacks by
requiring them to obtain many accounts in order to extract a highly
accurate model. We show that we can achieve a false positive rate
of 0.01% for benign queries, ensuring we do not harm the utility of
the protected model for benign users.

We evaluate the effectiveness of SEAT against state-of-the-art
model extraction attacks. We focus on settings where the attacker
has access to only a small number of labelled training samples
(e.g., 1% of the size of the victim’s training set). In this setting, we
thoroughly evaluate the effectiveness of the SEAT detector against
multiple JBA attacks. Our experiments demonstrate that SEAT
detector effectively detects malicious accounts sending JBA-based
model extraction queries. Furthermore, we evaluate our method
against data-free model extraction attack [45] and show that SEAT
detector is also able to detect these attacks as well.

We also examine whether adaptive attacks can defeat SEAT. We
consider both query blinding (QB) attacks, previously introduced by
Chen et al. [7], and a novel attack we introduce called query filtering
(QF). In a query filtering attack, the attacker tries to predict which
queries will trigger the SEAT defense and sends only queries that
are predicted to not raise any alarms. Specifically, the attacker trains
their own substitute similarity encoder using training data available
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to them and emulates the SEAT detector on each query before
submitting it to the cloud. The intuition is that if the attacker’s
substitute encoder is similar enough to the defender’s encoder,
then this may help the attacker evade detection. Our experiments
show that these adaptive attacks are not able to defeat SEAT. Even
when using the adaptive QF attack, the attacker would need 33 fake
accounts to successfully extract the model when it is defended by
SEAT, compared to only one account for an undefended model. QB
attacks are somewhat more successful, but an attacker using QB
would still need 23 fake accounts to successfully extract the model.

We show that SEAT is more effective than other existing detec-
tors. We compare against state-of-the-art model extraction attack
detectors that can operate in an account-based setting, specifically,
the out-of-distribution detector (OOD) [1] and PRADA [22]. Our
experimental results show that SEAT increases the fake accounts
needed by adaptive attackers to successfully extract a model by
3.8–16×, compared to state-of-the-art detectors.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

• We propose SEAT, a new method to detect black-box model
extraction attacks. We show it can detect Jacobian-based
augmentation attacks and data-free model extraction attacks.
• We show that Jacobian-based augmentation attacks are most
effective when the attacker has access to only a very small
set of samples from the original training set.
• We propose a new adaptive attack, the query filtering attack,
that is specifically designed to evade the SEAT detector. Our
results show that the SEAT detector is still effective against
this adaptive attack.

In the rest of the paper, we introduce the threat model and re-
lated works (section §2), explain our SEAT detector (section §3),
evaluate its security against adaptive attacks, and finally presents
experimental results demonstrating that SEAT is both effective and
robust (section §4).

2 BACKGROUND & RELATEDWORKS
In this section, we give an overview on model extraction attack
algorithms and existing defenses from prior works.

2.1 Notations
In this paper, we denote the victim’s model as 𝐹𝑉 , the extracted
model as 𝐹𝐴 , the victim’s training set as 𝑋𝑉 .

2.2 Threat Model
2.2.1 Adversary’s Goal. The adversary aims to obtain an extracted
model that performs well on the victim’s task. Specifically, the ad-
versary wants to maximize the accuracy of the extracted model on
the victim’s test set, which we denote as the extraction accuracy.
Other goals [21], such as obtaining high prediction agreement be-
tween the victim model and the extracted model [8, 21, 22, 37, 44]
or exactly recovering the victim’s weights [2, 4, 28, 31, 44], are not
the focus of this paper.

2.2.2 Account-Based Defense. We focus on the account-oriented
setting. We assume a user must create an account to query the
prediction API. The account could be associated with a credit card,

a valid phone number, or a mobile device ID, so if we detect mis-
behavior, we can block the user’s account and it is not trivial to
create a new account. An attacker could create multiple fake ac-
counts [7, 11, 27, 49], and with enough fake accounts any defense
could be circumvented, but we assume the cost of doing so scales
with the number of fake accounts. Every time our system detects
that an account is behaving maliciously, the account making the
queries is blocked and the attacker must create a new account to
continue the attack. Thus, we measure the effectiveness of a de-
fense scheme by the number of fake accounts an attacker would
need to successfully extract an accurate model. We aim to increase
this number to design a successful detection system, even when
attackers have knowledge of the defense and perform adaptive
attacks.

2.2.3 Seed Samples. We assume the attacker has access to a limited
number of data samples. We call these the seed samples. These
may be a subset of the training set used by the cloud provider or
samples from the same distribution; or they may be from some
other publicly available dataset with a different distribution. We
assume the number of seed samples is strictly limited: e.g., from 1%
to 10% of the size of the victim’s training set.

2.2.4 Black-box Hard-label Attack. We assume the adversary has
black-box query access to the victim’s model via the prediction
API. We assume the API only provides hard label response, i.e., the
API returns the predicted label without prediction probabilities.
Removing prediction probabilities makes attacks harder, thereby
requiring more queries for successful model extraction, or reduces
the extracted model’s accuracy [44].

As an exception, when we evaluate SEAT against data-free at-
tacks, we give the attacker more advantage by providing the predic-
tion probabilities (section §2.4), demonstrating that SEAT can detect
data-free attacks even when prediction probabilities are returned.

2.2.5 Query Budget. We assume that there is a limit to how many
queries an attacker canmake to the predictionAPI, whichwe denote
as the query budget 𝐵.

2.2.6 Query-based Attacks. We focus on detecting model extrac-
tion attacks that work by making queries to the prediction API.
Other attacks, such as functionally-equivalent extraction attacks [4,
21] and hardware side channel attacks [48], are out of the scope of
this paper. There are three main categories of query-based attacks,
which we discuss next.

2.3 Jacobian-based Augmentation Attacks
Many existing model extraction attacks fall into the category of
Jacobian-based Augmentation (JBA) attack [22, 37, 50].

2.3.1 Attack Algorithm. The JBA attacker constructs a surrogate
training set by iteratively expanding the seed query set based on
information returned from the victim model’s prediction API.

Algorithm 2 presents the details of JBA attack. The algorithm
takes what the attacker has access to as input: a seed query set 𝑋0,
prediction API of the victim’s model 𝐹𝑉 , and the query budget 𝐵. In
addition, the attack also requires an augmentation algorithm 𝐴𝑢𝑔,
and parameters to indicate the number of training epochs within



Algorithm 1 Augmentation Algorithm
Input: Original data 𝑥 ;

Extracted 𝐹𝐴;
Loss function L;
Number of Steps k;
Step Size 𝛼

Output: Synthesized data 𝑥′
for step in 1, 2, . . . , 𝑘 do

2: 𝑥 ′ ← 𝑥 ′ − 𝛼 · sign(∇𝑥 (L(𝑥, 𝐹𝐴 (𝑥))))
end for

4: return 𝑥 ′

each augmentation round (𝑛) and after all rounds (𝑁 ). As output,
Algorithm 2 returns the extracted model 𝐹𝐴 .

First, the attacker queries the victim model to obtain the labels
for the seed query set, and initializes the surrogate training set 𝐷𝑇
with labeled seed samples (step 1 and step 2). This uses𝑚 queries
out of the total query budget 𝐵. Then, the attacker initializes and
trains the extracted model for 𝑛 epochs (step 3). From step 4 to
step 11, the attacker iteratively uses an augmentation algorithm
to generate new samples, queries the new samples, expands the
surrogate training set, and retrains the extracted model 𝐹𝐴 for 𝑛
epochs, until the query budget is exhausted. Finally, the attacker
obtains a surrogate model by reinitializing 𝐹𝐴 and training it on
the full augmented query set (step 11).

The augmentation algorithm is essential to the JBA attack (step 7,
Algorithm 2), since the adversary relies on augmented data to ex-
plore some important properties (i.e. decision boundary) of the
victim’s model. The augmentation algorithm takes the existing sur-
rogate training samples 𝐷𝑇 and the current version of the extracted
model 𝐹𝐴 , and outputs the set of augmented samples. Since the
adversary has only black-box access, the current 𝐹𝐴 serves as a
proxy to approximate the gradients of the victim’s model. Algo-
rithm 1 shows the procedure to perturb each data point 𝑥 within
𝐷𝑇 to generate a new augmented sample 𝑥 ′, via the guidance of
the Jacobian calculated from some loss function L(𝑥, 𝐹𝐴 (𝑥)).

2.3.2 Attack Variants. Different Jacobian-based extraction algo-
rithms mainly differ in their loss functions L, which are usually
designed based on the loss functions for crafting adversarial exam-
ples.

Papernot et al. [37] and Juuti et al. [22] proposed loss functions
similar to those used by targeted and non-targeted Projected Gra-
dient Descent attack (PGD)[29]. Yu et al. [50] investigated using
loss functions from the Carlini-Wagner ℓ2 attack (CW_ℓ2) [5] and
the Feature Adversary Attack[42]. Yu et al. [50] also proposed Fea-
ture Fool (FF), which constructs the loss function as the ℓ2 distance
between the original data 𝑥 and augmented data 𝑥 ′ plus a triplet
margin loss [46].

2.4 Data-free Model Extraction Attacks
Data-free model extraction (DFME) attacks construct a surrogate
training set by synthesizing samples and querying the victim for
the labels of these samples, without requiring access to a seed query
set. For example, the adversary can synthesize samples using line
search, or by training some generative models.

Algorithm 2 Jacobian-based Augmentation Attacks

Input: Seed query set 𝑋0 = {𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑚};
Prediction API of the victim’s model 𝐹𝑉 ;
Query budget 𝐵;
Augmentation Algorithm 𝐴𝑢𝑔;
𝑛 training epochs for each augmentation round;
𝑁 training epochs after all rounds

Output: Extracted Model 𝐹𝐴
1: 𝑌0 ← 𝐹𝑉 (𝑋0) (Send queries to 𝐹𝑉 )
2: 𝐷𝑇 ← {(𝑋0, 𝑌0)}
3: Initialize 𝐹𝐴 and train it on 𝐷𝑇 for 𝑛 epochs
4: while Number of queries < B -𝑚 do
5: Initialize 𝑋𝑄 as a set
6: for for all x in 𝐷𝑇 do
7: 𝑥𝑞 ← 𝐴𝑢𝑔(𝑥, 𝐹𝐴;L, 𝑘, 𝛼) (Generate new query)
8: 𝑦𝑞 ← 𝐹𝑉 (𝑥𝑞) (Send queries to 𝐹𝑉 )
9: 𝐷𝑇 ← 𝐷𝑇 ∪ {(𝑥𝑞, 𝑦𝑞)}
10: end for
11: Reinitialize 𝐹𝐴 and train it on 𝐷𝑇 for 𝑛 epochs
12: end while
13: Reinitialize 𝐹𝐴 and train it on 𝐷𝑇 for 𝑁 epochs
14: return 𝐹𝐴

Tramèr et al. [44] proposed an algorithm to extract shallow neu-
ral networks. They first generate some random data points, and
then synthesize additional data using line search among these ran-
dom points. In their implementation1, line search is essentially
binary search to find the middle point between two samples.

Truong et al. [45] proposed a data-free model extraction attack
based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [13]. The ad-
versary trains a generator 𝐺 to generate samples that maximize
the disagreement between the victim’s model 𝐹𝑉 and the extracted
model 𝐹𝐴 , and also trains 𝐹𝐴 to minimize such disagreement. The
disagreement is captured by a loss function L. The adversary’s
objective function is

min
𝐹𝐴

max
𝐺
E𝑧∼N(0,1) [L(𝐹𝑉 (𝐺 (𝑧)), 𝐹𝐴 (𝐺 (𝑧)))] (1)

The adversary alternates between training 𝐺 and training 𝐹𝐴 ,
until the query budget is exhausted. Note that equation (1) involves
𝐹𝑉 , but the adversary only has black-box access to the victim’s
model, so they need extra queries to approximate the gradient
∇𝑥𝐹𝑉 (𝑥) by the Forward Differences method [12]. Specifically, they
compute the gradient by independently sampling𝑚 directions 𝑍𝑖
from the standard normal distribution:

∇FWD𝐹𝑉 (𝑥) =
1
𝑚

𝑚∑
𝑖=1

𝐹𝑉 (𝑥 + 𝜖 · 𝑍𝑖 ) − 𝐹𝑉 (𝑥)
𝜖

𝑍𝑖 (2)

2.5 Sampling-based Extraction Attacks
Researchers have also proposed model extraction attacks that use
specialized sampling techniques. Unlike JBA and DFME attacks,
sampling-based attacks do not generate data, but rather, they learn
some sampling strategy to sample informative data from their query
sets, and construct a surrogate dataset by using the victim model
to label the data. The adversary then trains the extracted model on

1https://github.com/ftramer/Steal-ML/blob/master/neural-nets/utils.py#L296



the surrogate dataset. Researchers have proposed several ways to
learn the sampling strategy.

Correia-Silva et al. [8] proposed CopyCat, which randomly sam-
ples from datasets that may or may not be in the same problem
domain as the victim, and queries the victim for these samples.
People often call this strategy the random sampling strategy, and it
usually serves as a baseline to compare against for other strategies.

Orekondy et al. [34] proposed KnockoffNet, which uses an adap-
tive strategy to select samples to query. The reward function for
learning the strategy encourages selecting high-confidence samples,
diverse samples, and samples that reveal the difference between
the victim model and the extracted model.

Pal et al. [36] proposed the Uncertainty, K-center, DFAL, and
DFAL+K-center strategies in their ActiveThief. These strategies
evaluate all the samples in the adversary’s query set and collect the
best k samples by their evaluation functions.

Detecting sampling-based attacks is not the focus of this paper,
since sampling-based attacks only query natural images and require
many seed images and thus fall outside our threat model.

2.6 Detection Schemes
In this section, we introduce existing defenses or detection schemes
against model extraction attacks.

2.6.1 PRADA. Juuti et al.[22]’s PRADA detects model extraction
attacks based on the observation that the ℓ2 distance among be-
nign queries follows normal distribution. PRADA monitors the
distribution of min𝑥 ∈history ∥𝑥 − 𝑥new query∥2 and checks the nor-
mality of this distribution with the Shapiro-Wilk normality test.
Unfortunately, Chen et al. [7, § 5.3] show that an attacker using
a query blinding attack can avoid being detected by PRADA, and
Yu et al. [50, § VI.A] show that the attacker can bypass PRADA by
manipulating the query distribution.

2.6.2 Out-of-distribution Detector. Atli et al. [1] and Kariyappa et
al. [24] proposed out-of-distribution (OOD) detectors. Atli et al.
train a binary classifier to distinguish whether a query comes from
the same distribution as the victim’s training set. Kariyappa et al.
fine-tune the protected model such that it tends to output high top-1
prediction confidence on in-distribution data, whereas the top-1
prediction confidence for OOD data is uniformly distributed from
0 to 1. While Atli et al. do not propose what the defender should do
when OOD queries are detected, in Adaptive Misinformation [24],
the defender returns inconsistent labels to those detected OOD
queries. Essentially, Adaptive Misinformation assumes all OOD
queries are adversarial. In comparison, we assume all the natural
data are benign in this paper.

2.7 Other Defenses
2.7.1 Prediction Poisoning/Modification. Orekondy et al. [35] pro-
pose prediction poisoning, which perturbs the prediction probabili-
ties returned by the victim model. Specifically, given a loss function
𝐿, they add perturbation 𝜖∗ to a output 𝑦 while maintaining API
utility, where 𝜖∗ is:

𝜖∗ = max
𝜖
∠(∇𝐹𝐴𝐿(𝐹𝐴, 𝑦 + 𝜖),∇𝐹𝐴𝐿(𝐹𝐴, 𝑦))

In other words, 𝜖∗ represents misinformation that gives a wrong
direction to adversaries when they use this contaminated output to
train 𝐹𝐴 on some loss 𝐿. One critical weakness is that an attacker
can easily post-process the output into a one-hot vector, and ignore
the probabilities, and mount any hard-label model extraction attack.

Kariyappa et al. [23] defend against model extraction attacks
by detecting queries that do not come from the same distribution
as the training data and treating them as malicious. They train an
Ensemble of Diverse Models (EDM) to produce accurate predictions
on in-distribution data, but yield inconsistent prediction on out-
of-distribution (OOD) data. Each query is assigned to one of these
models based on a secret hash.

2.7.2 Detectors against Black-box Attacks. Black-box adversarial
example attacks [3, 6, 19, 32] send a sequence of queries to the
victim model in order to craft adversarial examples. Our similarity-
based detector is inspired by Chen et al.’s Stateful Detector (SD) for
detecting adversarial example attacks [7]. SD maps each query to a
feature vector using a similarity encoder and stores the vectors for
all past queries. For each query, it computes the average distance to
its k-nearest neighbors; if this distance is below some threshold, it
treats the query as malicious and cancels the account that issued the
query. In Section §4.8, we show that SD is not effective at detecting
model extraction attack queries, and our SEAT detector is more
suitable for this task.

Blacklight by Li et al. [27] is another method for detecting black-
box adversarial example attacks. Blacklight also measures the simi-
larity among adversarial queries, measuring similarity using the 𝐿2
distance rather than using perceptual similarity measures. We do
not use 𝐿2 distance in our defense because it can be evaded with
query blinding attacks.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we introduce the SEAT (Similarity Encoder trained
byAdversarial Training) detector to defend against black-boxmodel
extraction attacks. We monitor incoming queries and terminate
the user’s account if any suspicious behavior is detected from the
account.

The SEAT detector has two components: 1) a similarity encoder
helps detect similar queries (Section §3.1) and 2) a detection scheme
monitors the number of similar pairs (Section §3.2).

3.1 SEAT
We train a similarity encoder to detect similar images, such as
might be generated by a model extraction attack. We observe that
JBA attacks augment queries in ways that are similar to crafting
adversarial examples. Motivated by this observation, we train a
similarity encoder to recognize these queries, using adversarial
training.

To train our similarity encoder, we start from taking the victim
model without the last classification layer as a pre-trained similarity
encoder, and then fine-tune the model using adversarial training.
During fine-tuning, we minimize a contrastive loss that encourages
a small distance between the embeddings of similar pairs of samples,
and a large distance between embeddings of different pairs. We
construct similar pairs of samples using the projected gradient
descent (PGD) attack [29] that generates adversarial examples.



Our contrastive loss function follows previous works that train
a similarity encoder to recognize visually similar images [7, 15]:

L(𝑥0, 𝑥+, 𝑥−, 𝑓 ) = ∥ 𝑓 (𝑥0) − 𝑓 (𝑥+)∥22
+max{0,𝑚2 − ∥ 𝑓 (𝑥0) − 𝑓 (𝑥−)∥22}

(3)

In equation (3),𝑚 is a constant, 𝑓 is a similarity encoder, 𝑥0 is a
natural image, 𝑥+ is a positive sample which 𝑓 should consider
closed to 𝑥0, and 𝑥− is a negative sample, a different natural image
from 𝑥0 that 𝑓 should consider far away from 𝑥0. While Chen et
al. [7] show that generating 𝑥+ by image random transformations
(e.g. rotation, scaling, cropping, etc.) is sufficient for detecting black-
box adversarial examples, we empirically find that this is insufficient
for detecting model extraction attacks (more details in section §4.5).
Instead, we generate 𝑥+ by projected gradient descent (PGD) attack
and show that using adversarial training significantly improves the
effectiveness of the similarity encoder to detect model extraction
queries. We find that setting𝑚 =

√
10 is sufficient.

3.2 Similar Pairs
The second component of our detector is a detection scheme based
on similar pairs. JBA model extraction attacks generate many pairs
of similar images: they take each seed image 𝑥𝑖 , and augment it to a
perturbed image 𝑥 ′

𝑖
, so during a JBA attack we expect to see many

pairs (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥 ′𝑖 ) of similar queries to the victim model. Therefore, we
count the number of similar pairs of queries.

We use the similarity encoder to encode all queries from an
account and log them all. For each new query, the defender checks
whether this new query is similar to any historical query from the
same account. A similar pair (𝑞𝑖 , 𝑞 𝑗 ) is a pair of queries where the
ℓ2 distance between their feature vectors 𝑓 (𝑞𝑖 ) and 𝑓 (𝑞𝑖 ) is less
than some threshold 𝛿 , i.e., ℓ2 (𝑓 (𝑞𝑖 ), 𝑓 (𝑞 𝑗 )) < 𝛿 . Once the number
of similar pairs exceeds some threshold of tolerance 𝑁thresh, our
detector will raise an alarm and we will cancel that account. The
defender can tune 𝑁thresh and 𝛿 to control the false positive rate
(FPR). We choose to keep 𝑁thresh fixed to 50 and tune 𝛿 . The smaller
𝛿 is, the more sensitive the detector will be, and thus the higher its
FPR. We use binary search to find the best 𝛿 such that FPR ≈ 0.01%
for benign queries.

Note that our strategy differs from that used by SD [7] for de-
tecting adversarial examples. Attacks for generating adversarial
examples typically produce one large cluster where all queries are
similar to each other, so SD raises an alarm if the 𝑘-nearest neighbor
distance of a query is below some threshold. In contrast, model
extraction attacks produce a large number of small clusters, one
cluster per seed image (with each cluster containing possibly as few
as 2 images). This makes counting the number of similar pairs more
appropriate for detecting model extraction attacks. See Figure 1 for
a visual comparison.

3.3 Adaptive Attacks
An effective detector should be robust enough to detect adaptive
attacks, where the attacker is aware about the defense technique
and employs adaptive strategies to evade the detection. In this
section, we first introduce query filtering, a new adaptive attack
designed to target the SEAT detector (section §3.3.1). Then, we

Figure 1: Illustration of detection schemes. Left: SD [7] mea-
sures 𝑟avg, the average ℓ2 distance to the 𝑘 nearest queries,
and cancels the account if it is below some threshold. Right:
SEAT counts the number of similar pairs (circled in green),
i.e., pairswhose ℓ2 distance is less than some threshold. Since
similar pairs of queries in model extraction attacks do not
necessarily form a single cluster, SEAT is better suited for
detecting model extraction attacks.

summarize another adaptive attack proposed by Chen et al. [7],
query blinding (section §3.3.2).

Both of these adaptive attacks can be used by any model extrac-
tion attack. The attacker can use query filtering before sending
the queries to the victim’s model 𝐹𝑉 (e.g., step 7 in Algorithm 2)
to eliminate or modify queries that may be caught by the SEAT
detector.

3.3.1 Query Filtering. We propose query filtering (QF), a new adap-
tive attack strategy designed to evade the SEAT detector. In this
attack, the attacker locally emulates the detector and removes those
queries that are predicted to raise the detector’s alarm. For instance,
if the attacker knows that the defender is using a similarity encoder
to detect similar queries, the attacker can build a substitute detector
𝐷sub by training a substitute similarity encoder 𝐸sub and tuning a
substitute detection threshold 𝛿sub. Then, the attacker can remove
those queries which𝐷sub believes are suspicious. Depending on the
threat model, the attacker can train this 𝐷sub on either a subset of
𝐹𝑉 ’s training set 𝑋𝑉 , or a publicly accessible dataset that is descrip-
tively similar to 𝑋𝑉 . We believe QF is a very strong adaptive attack
since it allows the attacker to take advantage of full knowledge of
how the victim sets up the defense.

3.3.2 Query Blinding. Query blinding (QB), proposed by Chen et
al. [7], is another adaptive attack strategy against similarity-based
detectors. QB hides an actual query 𝑥 by apply some random trans-
formation function 𝑡 . In particular, the adversary sends 𝑥 ′ = 𝑡 (𝑥 ; 𝑟 )
to 𝐹𝑉 , where 𝑟 is a parameter that controls the amount of distor-
tion introduced. The transformation is designed so that 𝐹𝑉 (𝑥 ′) will
hopefully be similar to 𝐹𝑉 (𝑥), yet 𝑥 ′ will be very different from 𝑥 .
With QB, step 7 in Algorithm 2 becomes Y𝑇 ← 𝐹𝑉 (𝑡 (X𝑇 ; 𝑟 )) and
the rest of the algorithm remains unchanged.

Following [7], we choose a wide range of random image transfor-
mations (e.g. rotation, scaling, random noise, etc.) and apply their
default 𝑟 values for the query blinding attacks. We also follow the
setting and architecture in [7] to examine an auto-encoder blinding
function. We train the auto-encoder blinding function 𝑡auto such
that for a model 𝐹 we have 𝐹 (𝑡auto (𝑥, 𝑟 )) ≈ 𝐹 (𝑥). As illustrated



Figure 2: Left: Original input images; Right: Images after
query blinding is applied. We use an auto-encoder that
learns to allocate randomnoise to positions in the input that
have minimal impact on the model output.

in figure 2, a well-trained auto-encoder blinding function can re-
distribute the input noise so that it has minimal impact on model
outputs. An adaptive attacker can train an auto-encoder 𝑡𝑎𝑢𝑡𝑜 and
substitute model 𝐹 using either a subset of 𝐹𝑉 ’s training set 𝑋𝑉 , or
a publicly available dataset that is closed to 𝑋𝑉 , depending on the
threat model.

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the SEAT detector from the following as-
pects. We will first study the effect of different threat models where
the attacker has different levels of access to seed samples (Sec-
tion §4.2). Then, we describe how we train the similarity encoder to
make SEAT as effective as possible (Section §4.5), and evaluate its
false positive rate (Section §4.4). We show that the SEAT detector
can effectively detect non-adaptive attacks (Section §4.5), as well as
adaptive query filtering and adaptive query blinding attacks (Sec-
tion §4.6). Moreover, SEAT detector can also detect data-free model
extraction attacks (Section §4.7). Lastly in Section §4.8, we compare
the SEAT detector to other baseline defenses, and in Section §4.9,
we conduct a ablation study to show that the pair-based detection
scheme in SEAT detector outperforms a cluster-based one as used
in SD.

4.1 Experiment Settings
4.1.1 Model Architectures. In all experiments for random sampling
(RS) and JBA attacks, the victimmodel is VGG16 [43] with batch nor-
malization [20]. We use a pre-trained CIFAR10 classifier as victim
model2, which has 93.38% accuracy on the test set. For simplicity,
we denote it as VGG16 in the rest of the paper. We allow the attacker
to use the same model architecture as the victim for the extracted
model, and to start training from weights pre-trained on ImageNet
[10].

2pre-trained weights can be downloaded here:
https://github.com/tribhuvanesh/prediction-poisoning#victim-models

Similarity encoder in SEAT. We train a similarity encoder by
starting from the victim’s model (i.e. same architecture and weights)
without the last classification layer, and then fine-tune the encoder
by adversarial training, as described in section §3.

Surrogate similarity encoder. For our experimentswithQuery
Filtering (section §3.3.1), the attacker trains a surrogate similarity
encoder. We show the experiment results by two architectures for
the surrogate encoder: VGG16without the last layer (the same archi-
tecture as the victim’s encoder), and the 5-layer CNN architecture
applied in [7] (which we denote as 5-layer).

4.1.2 Model Extraction Attack Algorithms. We run three types of
model extraction attack algorithms: random sampling (RS), different
variants of the Jacobian-based Augmentation (JBA) attack, and data-
free model extraction (DFME) attack.

Random Sampling (RS): The RS attack randomly selects some
samples from a dataset that the attacker has access to, and queries
the victim model to label the samples (Section §2.5). Using the la-
beled samples, the attacker trains an extracted model. In our exper-
iments the attacker has either 500 or 5,000 samples. We experiment
with 9 different datasets as described in Section §4.2.

JBA: As discussed in section §2.3, the JBA attack can use any
algorithm to craft adversarial examples. We experiment with three
different variants„ JB-top3, JBA-PGD and JBA-CW_l2, named ac-
cording to the technique used to generate adversarial examples.
In each iteration of the attack, we choose the top-3 predictions
of the extracted model rather than the victim’s to craft targeted
adversarial examples using some augmentation algorithms.

JB-top3: Following [35], we rename I-FGSM [22] to JB-top3. We
adapt the implementation and hyperparameters from Orekondy et
al. [35].

JBA-PGD and JBA-CW_l2: We use PGD [29] and CW ℓ2 at-
tacks, as implemented by Foolbox3 [40, 41] in PyTorch [38]. Unless
specified otherwise, we use the default settings in Foolbox3 Py-
Torch. In JBA-PGD we use targeted ℓ∞ PGD with default settings
and 𝜖 = 8/255 (unless specified otherwise). In JBA-CW_l2, we use
targeted CW ℓ2 attack [5], with 150 steps and 5 binary search steps.

Data-free model extraction (DFME): We use the official im-
plementation of DFME3. Both the victim and adversary use Resnet34-
8x [16]; the victim model achieves 95.54% accuracy on the CIFAR10
test set4.

All the accuracy scores (in %) are rounded to their nearest inte-
gers, and vary within ±1%.

4.2 Seed Query Set
We experiment with 9 different seed query sets to simulate different
dataset access an attacker might have, listed in the first column
of Table 1. They include the subset of victim’s training set CIFAR10,
and 8 other publicly available datasets of different complexity ([9, 10,
14, 25, 26, 33, 39, 47]). Some datasets are descriptively similar to the
victim’s training set, such as CINIC10; whereas, other datasets are
very different from the victim’s training set, e.g., SVHN, Indoor67,
and CUBS200. We reshape images to 32 × 32 to be consistent with
inputs to the victim’s model trained on CIFAR10. We compare

3https://github.com/cake-lab/datafree-model-extraction
4The pre-trained weights of the victim can be found at https://github.com/VainF/Data-
Free-Adversarial-Distillation#0-download-pretrained-models-optional



Table 1: Accuracy ofCIFAR10models extracted byRS (randomsampling baseline), JB-top3, JBA-PGDattackers, when theyhave
access to different seed query sets. We compare 500 seed samples vs 5,000 seed samples randomly selected from 9 different
datasets. Given access to 500 samples from the original CIFAR10 training set, the JBA-PGD attacker improves the extraction
accuracy by 7% compared to the RS baseline, significantly higher than 2% gain in the 5,000 seed samples setting.

Number of Seed Samples 500 5,000 50,000†

Seed Query Set Size RS JB-top3 JBA-PGD∗ RS JB-top3 JBA-PGD∗ RS
Acc Acc Gain Acc Gain Acc Acc Gain Acc Gain Acc

CIFAR10 [25] 50,000 66% 69% +3% 73% +7% 85% 87% +2% 87% +2% N/A
CINIC10[9] 70,000 58% 64% +6% 69% +11% 78% 84% +6% 84% +6% 89%
TinyImageNet[26] 100,000 46% 57% +11% 61% +15% 69% 78% +9% 78% +9% 84%
ImageNet1k[10] 1,281,167 44% 57% +13% 62% +18% 67% 78% +11% 78% +11% 85%
CIFAR100 [25] 50,000 43% 55% +12% 58% +15% 68% 78% +10% 78% +10% 84%
Caltech256[14] 30,607 44% 49% +5% 58% +14% 63% 77% +14% 77% +14% 78%
Indoor67[39] 14,280 33% 44% +11% 51% +18% 50% 70% +20% 71% +21% 63%
CUBS200[47] 6,033 20% 23% +3% 31% +11% 31% 46% +15% 54% +23% 36%
SVHN[33] 23,380 19% 24% +5% 32% +13% 24% 40% +16% 43% +19% 36%

Number of Queries 500 50,000 50,000 5,000 50,000 50,000 50,000†
∗ JBA-PGD uses 𝜖 = 8/255. † Caltech256, Indoor67, CUBS200, and SVHN have fewer than 50,000 images in the datasets,
so the RS attacker does not use up all the 50,000 query budget.

the effectiveness of different attacks given 500, 5,000, or 50,000
seed samples, which are 1%, 10%, or 100% of the query budget
respectively. In particular, we run the random sampling (RS) attack
as the baseline attack, since the attacker only queries the seed
samples and does not use any data augmentation technique. We
evaluate the gain of extraction accuracy of JB-top3 and JBA-PGD
attacks over the RS baseline, shown in the Gain columns in Table 1.

Our first observation is, JBA-PGD and JB-top3 attacks are not
very effective compared to RS if the attacker already has access to
5,000 images (10% of training samples) from the victim’s training
set. By examining the row of CIFAR10 in Table 1, we notice that
when the attacker has 5,000 seed samples, the gain of JBA-top3
and JBA-PGD attacks is only 2% improvement over the extraction
accuracy of RS. However, if the attacker has only 500 seed samples,
the extraction accuracy gain of JBA-PGD increases to 7%, which is
more significantly than the 5,000 seed samples scenario. Therefore,
for the rest of the paper, we decide to focus on the threat model
where the attacker has access to only 500 of seed samples.

We are also interested in the performance of JBA attacks when
the distribution of the seed query set is different from the victim’s
training set. In practice, a realistic attacker may not have access
to any of the original training samples, but instead may be able
to collect publicly available datasets from a different distribution.
Different rows of Table 1 show the extraction accuracy of different
attackers when they have access to the seed samples from the
corresponding datasets. Among the 8 datasets other than CIFAR10,
CINIC10 is most similar to CIFAR10, so the extraction accuracy is
the highest. Even though TinyImageNet is larger than CINIC10,
the extraction accuracy using seed samples from TinyImageNet is
lower than using CINIC10, this means the similarity to the victims
dataset is very important to extract an accuracy model. Across all
seed query sets, the extraction accuracy of JBA-PGD is consistently
higher than JB-top3, when the attacker has access to only 500 seed
samples.

As reference, we show the extraction accuracy of RS when the
attacker has 50K seed samples in the last column of Table 1, which
simulates the situation where the attacker has access to a large
amount of natural images. Using seed samples from all but three
datasets (Indoor67, CUBS200, and SVHN), the RS attack outper-
forms JBA attacks. Note that Indoor67, CUBS200, and SVHN have
less than 50K data in their training set. Therefore, the RS attacker
only queries all available samples from these dataset, without con-
suming the full 50K query budget. However, JBA attacks can make
additional queries and thus outperforms the RS attack using these
three datasets.

Summary:Wewill focus on the threat model where the attacker
has access to only 500 seed samples, since the extraction accuracy
gain for JBA attacks in CIFAR10 is more significant in this setting.
Moreover, JBA-PGD attack is more effective than JB-top3 given
access to different types of seed query sets.

4.3 Training SEAT

Table 2: Against the SEAT detector with four different sim-
ilarity encoders, we show the number of accounts required
for the attacker to extract themodel. The best SEAT detector
is trained using PGD attacks with 𝜖 = 8/255.

JBA-PGD RT SEAT (Ours) with 𝜖
𝜖 8/255 16/255 24/255
8/255 13 65 43 28
16/255 9 52 32 22
24/255 7 41 25 18
32/255 6 33 20 15
40/255 4 28 17 12

To train the similarity encoder in our SEAT detector, we experi-
ment with different methods to generate similar pairs and choose



the strongest detector. We train three similarity encoders by ad-
versarial training with PGD attack for 30 epochs: for each natural
image, PGD generates a positive sample by perturbing it for 40
iterations with random start and 𝜖 = 8/255, 16/255, or 24/255.
Moreover, following the Stateful Detector [7], we train a fourth
similarity encoder using random transformations (RT), by slightly
distorting and transforming images to generate positive pairs. The
details of the distortion parameters are in Table 12 in Appendix B.
Then, we tune the similarity threshold 𝛿 to meet the requirement of
0.01% false positive rate on benign queries, using both the training
and test samples in CIFAR10 and CINIC10.

The best detector should be able to cancel the most victim’s ac-
counts. Therefore, we run the JBA-PGD attacks given 500 CIFAR10
images as the seed query set, with 𝜖 = 8/255, 16/255, 24/255, 32/255,
and 40/255. Table 2 shows the number of accounts the attacker
needs to extract the model when four different SEAT detectors
are deployed. Each column in the table corresponds to a different
training method. When the similarity encoder is trained by PGD
with 𝜖 = 8/255, the attacker needs the highest number of accounts,
no matter what 𝜖 the attacker uses. For the rest of the paper, we
will use the SEAT detector trained by PGD with 𝜖 = 8/255 in the
experiments.

4.4 False Positive Rate
In table 3, there are 13 experiments, each with benign queries from
a different dataset, and false positive rates are estimated by the
percentage of benign queries raising alarms. 12 of these datasets
(all except CIFAR10) are hold-out sets, and they have not been used
for training the defense. Table 3 shows that the false positive rate
(FPR) of our SEAT detector is very low when benign users send
queries from different query sets. Across 13 different datasets, the
FPR of benign queries are all under 0.05%. In particular, to show
that our detector maintains low FPR even when a user is sending
naturally similar queries, we select 4 datasets: KaggleFrames5 for
video frames, GTSRB[17] for traffic sign recognition, LFW[18] for
face recognition, and VGGFlower17 6 for flower recognition. Kag-
gleFrame is a video frame dataset, and the other three datasets have
naturally similar samples within the same class/category (e.g., face
and traffic sign recognition). The FPR for these datasets remains
low. In Section §4.8, we will show that we achieve better FPRs in
comparison to existing detection schemes. For example, the FPR of
KaggleFrames is 0.05% for our detector, but 0.9% FPR for PRADA
and 0.2% of FPR for the stateful detector (Table 9).

4.5 Effectiveness of SEAT Detector
Without deploying the SEAT detector, the attacker only needs one
account to query the victim’s prediction API. To evaluate the effec-
tiveness of SEAT detector, we measure the number of fake accounts
an attacker needs to query the protected model, which increases
the cost for non-adaptive attackers to extract a model.

Table 4 summarizes the number of fake accounts and the extrac-
tion accuracy for different variants of JBA attackers after deploying
the SEAT detector. The JBA attackers have access to 500 seed sam-
ples from CIFAR10. The JB-top3 attacker and JBA-CW_ℓ2 attackers

5KaggleFrames: https://www.kaggle.com/akshaybapat04/frames-from-video
6VGGFlower17: https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/data/flowers/17/

Table 3: False Positive Rate of SEAT Detector

Query Set FPR
CIFAR10 0.012%
TinyImageNet 0.007%
ImageNet1k 0.010%
CIFAR100 0.013%
SVHN 0.026%
CINIC10 0.009%
Indoor67 0.006%
CUBS200 0.017%
Caltech256 0.027%
KaggleFrames 0.050%
GTSRB 0.010%
LFW 0.012%
VGG-Flower17 0.037%

Table 4: The number of accounts needed by different vari-
ants of JBAs (with 500 CIFAR10 seed samples) to extract the
CIFAR10 model protected by the SEAT Detector, with the
corresponding extraction accuracy.

JBA # Accounts Ex. Acc.
JB-top3 122 69%
JBA-CW_ℓ2 109 62%
JBA-PGD 𝜖 = 8/255 65 73%
JBA-PGD 𝜖 = 16/255 52 74%
JBA-PGD 𝜖 = 24/255 41 75%
JBA-PGD 𝜖 = 32/255 33 72%
JBA-PGD 𝜖 = 40/255 28 71%

need more than 100 accounts, and the extraction accuracy is lower
than models obtained by the JBA-PGD attackers. This is consistent
with our finding in Section §4.2 that JBA-PGD outperforms JB-top3.

For different JBA-PGD attackers, Table 4 shows that the number
of fake accounts decreases as 𝜖 increases, since a larger 𝜖 makes
the augmented samples dissimilar. However, as 𝜖 increases, the
extraction accuracy first increases and then decreases, and 𝜖 =

24/255 has the highest extraction accuracy. Given this result, we
choose 𝜖 = 24/255 as the setup for JBA-PGD attack in the rest of
the paper.

Table 5: The number of accounts and extraction accuracy for
JBA-PGD attack (𝜖 = 24/255) to extract the model protected
by SEAT Detector, given access to different types of seed set.

Seed Set # Accounts Ex. Acc.

CIFAR10 41 75%
TinyImageNet 29 62%
ImageNet1k 35 58%
CIFAR100 43 61%
SVHN 48 33%
CINIC10 30 70%
Indoor67 29 55%
CUBS200 41 34%
Caltech256 65 61%

Although we train the similarity encoder using PGD attacks
on the victim’s CIFAR10 training set, SEAT can also detect JBA

https://www.kaggle.com/akshaybapat04/frames-from-video
https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/data/flowers/17/


attacks that use seed samples from other datasets. Table 5 shows
the number of accounts required by the SEAT detector for different
types of seed sets, including 8 datasets other than CIFAR10. The
results show that we increase the accounts needed by the attacker
by at least 29 times, to as high as 65 times.

4.6 Adaptive Attack Evaluation
An effective and robust defense scheme should work even when
the attacker has full knowledge of the defense. In this section, we
try to bypass our SEAT detector using the two adaptive attacks
introduced in Section §3.3: query filtering (QF, Section §3.3.1) and
query blinding (QB, Section §3.3.2). The adaptive attackers have
access to 500 CIFAR10 seed samples as the seed query set.

Table 6: Number of fake accounts for adaptive QF and QB at-
tackers to extract a model protected by SEAT detector, along
with the extraction accuracy. Compared to the non-adaptive
attacker, we make the best numbers of adaptive attackers in
bold.
Adaptive Schemes Strategies # Accounts Ex. Acc.

Non-adaptive N/A 41 75%

Query Filtering VGG16 + CINIC10 42 75%
5-layer + CIFAR10 seed 33 75%

Crop 21 71%
Brightness 38 61%

Scale 24 73%
Rotate 41 75%

Query Blinding Contrast 14 61%
Uniform 64 62%
Gaussian 65 60%
Translate 23 73%

Auto-encoder 31 60%

The QF attacker trains a surrogate similarity encoder to locally
filter queries before sending them to the victim model. We experi-
ment with two configurations of encoder architecture + similarity
training set. The first configuration uses VGG16 with batch norm,
the same as the victim’s architure, and the attacker adversarially
trains the simialrity encoder using surrogate dataset CINIC10 that
is close to CIFAR10. In the second figuration, the attacker uses a
5-layer CNN architecture as in [7], and adversarially trains the sim-
ilarity encoder using 500 CIFAR10 seed samples. Table 6 shows that
the “5-layer + CIFAR10 seed” QF attacker is more effective than the
other configuration, since the samples used for training is part of
the victim’s training set, and the small CNN architecture can learn
an effective surrogate similarity encoder given the limited number
of samples. However, SEAT detector still requires this QF attacker
to use 33 fake accounts in order to extract a model.

We also experiment with the QB attack using a variety of ran-
dom transformation strategies listed in Table 6. The details of the
distortion parameters are in Table 12 in Appendix B. Among these
QB attackers, contrast and crop transformations make the attacker
use the fewest accounts, 14 and 21, respectively. However, their
extraction accuracy is low, only 61% and 71%, respectively. The QB
attacker using translate strategy achieves the second highest extrac-
tion accuracy, 73%, and reduces the number of accounts from 41 to
23, compared to the non-adaptive attacker. Therefore, we conclude

that, against the QB attacker, the SEAT detector still requires the
attacker to use 23 accounts to extract an accurate model.

In appendix table 11, we demonstrate that our detector still
works when the attacker is able to collect 5,000 natural images from
CIFAR10, which implies less chance to generate similar pairs.

4.7 Detecting DFME Attack
Our SEAT detector can also detect queries generated by the DFME
attack. Following the setting in previous work [45], we grant 20M
queries to DFME attacker. Also, we observe that the extraction accu-
racy of DFME converges around 20M queries. While its extraction
accuracy is much higher than JBAs with 500 seed images, DFME
needs way more queries than JBAs and are very easy to be detected
by SEAT detector, shown in Table 8.

4.8 Comparison with Existing Defenses
In this section, we compare our SEAT detector to four different
baseline detectors to demonstrate that our detector is more effective
and more robust.

The first baseline is a random detector, where we cancel a user’s
account for every 10,000 queries, which allows us to keep the false
positive rate around 0.01%. Since the attacker is granted 50,000
query budget, one baseline detector will detect the attack 5 times
in total, which means that the attacker needs 5 fake accounts to
successfully extract a model. We mark this baseline detector as
Random in tables 7 and 9.

In addition, we choose the following three baseline detectors:
out-of-distribution detector (OOD)[1], stateful detector (SD)[7], and
PRADA [22]. Among existing model extraction defenses described
in Section §2.6 and Section §2.7, the OOD detector and PRADA
can work under the account setting, i.e., we can set up the defense
to detect whether an account holder is adversarial and cancel the
account after each detection. The other baseline, SD, does not de-
tect model extraction attacks, but it detects adversarial examples.
However, SD also tracks the historical queries and compare the
similarity among the queries. Therefore, we choose to compare our
SEAT detector against SD as well. We tune the thresholds for theses
detectors on the same tuning set as ours (CIFAR10 and CINIC10) to
have FPR 0.01%.

We experiment with three JBA-PGD attacks (𝜖 = 24/255) that
use 500 seed images sampled from CIFAR10, TinyImageNet, and
CINIC10, respectively. This simulates the threat models where the
attacker has access to subset of victim’s training set (CIFAR10), a
more general dataset (TinyImageNet), and a highly similar surro-
gate dataset (CINIC10). In Table 7, we show the number of accounts
for non-adaptive attacks in the “Vanilla” columns. The OOD and
SD detectors are not effective, and they underperform the random
baseline. On the other hand, both PRADA and SEAT detector can
increase the number of accounts by order of magnitude.

Furthermore, we run adaptive query blinding (QB) attacks with
random translation to compare PRADA against SEAT detector. As
shown in the “Adaptive” columns in Table 7, the query blinding
attack reduces the number of accounts for PRADA to at most 5, but
it still needs 16 to 23 accounts for SEAT detector. PRADA compares
images by ℓ2-distance, which is highly vulnerable to query blinding



Table 7: Number of attacker accounts against baseline detectors and our SEAT detector. “Vanilla”: non-adaptive attack. “Adap-
tive”: adaptive query blinding attack with random translation.

Random OOD[1] SD[7] PRADA[22] SEAT (Ours)
Seed Images Vanilla Vanilla Vanilla Vanilla Adaptive Vanilla Adaptive

CIFAR10 5 5 1 203 2 41 23
TinyImageNet 5 5 1 218 5 29 19
CINIC10 5 1 1 66 1 70 16

Table 8: Number of accounts for non-adaptive and adaptive
DFME (20M Queries) attackers to extract a model protected
by SEAT.
Adaptive Scheme Strategies # Accounts Ex. Acc.

Non-adaptive N/A 57010 89%

Query Filtering 5-layer + CIFAR10 seed 57601 89%

Uniform 57707 87%
Gaussian 58443 88%

Scale 57014 87%
Query Blinding Brightness 58042 86%

Rotate 57002 89%
Contrast 57826 73%

Crop 57013 86%
Translate 56981 88%

attacks, (as shown in table 7): it is easy to construct a similar im-
age with a large ℓ2-distance (e.g., brighten the image). In contrast,
SEAT uses a similarity encoder to measure image similarity, which
is robust against query blinding attacks. Overall, when the seed
images are from CIFAR10, the SEAT detector increases the number
of accounts needed by the attacker by 23 times (from 1 to 23); and
given TinyImageNet seed images, the SEAT detector increases the
number of accounts by 3.8 times (from 5 to 19).

Table 9: FPRs of the randomdetector, three existing defenses
(PRADA, OOD, SD), and our SEAT detector.
Query Set Random PRADA[22] OOD[1] SD[7] SEAT (Ours)
CIFAR10 0.01% 0.000% 0.013% 0.008% 0.012%
TinyImageNet 0.01% 0.000% 0.005% 0.006% 0.007%
CINIC10 0.01% 0.000% 0.009% 0.009% 0.010%
KaggleFrames 0.01% 0.900% 0.000% 0.200% 0.050%
GTSRB 0.01% 0.004% 0.002% 0.004% 0.010%
LFW 0.01% 0.012% 0.002% 0.000% 0.012%
VGG-Flower17 0.01% 0.074% 0.000% 0.000% 0.037%

Table 9 shows the FPR of different detectors when a user queries
benign images from different datasets. The underlined numbers
suggest that PRADA and SD become too sensitive if a benign user
sends queries from KaggleFrames video frame dataset, where their
FPR is much higher than our SEAT detector.

4.9 Ablation Study
We conduct an ablation study to demonstrate that our similar-pair-
based detection scheme outperforms the cluster-based detection
scheme. In this experiment, both detectors apply the same similarity
encoder, and the only difference is their detection schemes. Table 10
summarizes the results and show that similar-pair-based scheme is
about 2× better than cluster-based.

Table 10: Number of attacker accounts against cluster-based
v.s. pair-based detection scheme in SEAT detector

Cluster-based Pair-based (Ours)
Vanilla Adaptive Vanilla Adaptive

CIFAR10 13 10 41 23
TinyImageNet 9 7 29 19
CINIC10 12 7 70 16

5 LIMITATIONS
5.1 False Positive Rate
Although our SEAT detector achieves 0.01% false positive rate, it
is worth mentioning that in reality, the number of benign queries
is much larger than the adversarial ones. Therefore, a 0.01% FPR
might still be too high for practical deployment because of the base
rate problem.

5.2 Other Adaptive Attacks
An anonymous reviewer suggested Query Partitioning (QP), an
adaptive attack against our detector: the attacker avoids similar
pairs sent from the same account by carefully partitioning queries
and assigning them to different accounts. Suppose the attacker
has𝑚 seed images, is granted a budget of 𝐵 queries, and has 𝑁𝐴

accounts. If 𝑁𝐴 = 𝐵/𝑚, then in each round, the attacker could
sample𝑚 images, augment them, and query them, using a different
account for each round. Because no two images derived from the
same seed image are queried by the same account, SEAT is unlikely
to detect this attack. For the parameters we focus on in this paper,
this would require 𝑁𝐴 = 50000/500 = 100 accounts, which is more
than a query blinding attack—thus this specific query partitioning
attack is less effective than other attacks. We leave it to future
work to determine whether some other partitioning might be more
effective. For instance, it might be more effective to use account 𝑖
to query images from rounds 𝑖, 𝑖 + 20, 𝑖 + 40, . . . .

5.3 Pair Search Runtime
One performance bottleneck of the SEAT detector is the running
time to search for similar pairs. The running time for each query is
linear in the number of previous queries from the same account, but
not the total number of previous queries. This might be acceptable
for accounts that don’t make too many queries, and perhaps high-
traffic accounts could be subject to other mitigations (e.g., additional
identity verification). It might be possible to speed up similar-pair
search using locality-sensitive hashing; we have not explored this
direction.



6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented SEAT detector, a new detector for
detecting Jacobian-based model extraction attacks. SEAT detector
consists of a Similarity Encoder trained by Adversarial Training
and similar-pair-based detection scheme. Our experiments have
shown that SEAT outperforms existing detection schemes while
maintaining high utility for benign users.
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A ATTACKER STARTING FROM 5,000 SEED
IMAGES

We use table 11 to show that our SEAT detector remains effective
when the attacker collects 5,000 natural images for the seed image
set and use the same amount of budget (50,000).

Table 11: Adaptive JBA-PGD with 5,000 CIFAR10 seed sam-
ples
Adaptive Schemes Strategies # Accounts Ex. Acc.
Non-adaptive N/A 29 87%

VGG16 + CINIC10 28 86%
Query Filtering 5-layer + CIFAR10 seed 25 85%

VGG16 + CIFAR10 seed 32 86%

Crop 14 85%
Brightness 27 82%

Scale 14 85%
Rotate 27 85%

Query Blinding Contrast 12 82%
Uniform 56 82%
Gaussian 54 82%
Translate 15 85%

Auto-encoder 22 83%

B DISTORTION PARAMETERS OF RANDOM
TRANSFORMATION

Table 12: Random Transformation Parameters

Transformation Torchvision Parameter
Crop RandomResizedCrop scale=(0.96, 1)
Brightness ColorJitter brightness=0.09
Scale RandomAffine scale=(0.83, 1.17)
Rotate RandomRotate degrees=15
Contrast ColorJitter contrast=0.55
Translate RandomAffine translate=(0.05, 0.05)
Uniform noise N/A range=(-0.064, 0.064)
Gaussian noise N/A (mean,std)=(0,0.095)

Chen et al.[7] generate positive sample in equation (3) by random
transformations. In our experiments, we use Torchvision[30] imple-
mentation of these random transformation, and an transformation
will be randomly sampled to transform an images. For Uniform
and Gaussian noise, we use PyTorch implementation of random
number generator of corresponding distributions with necessary
scaling and shifting. In table 12, the first column is the type of
transformation, the second column is the implementation name in
Torchvision, and the last column is how we set the parameter of
these random transformation.
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